K-MINE offers services for any stage of the mining cycle,
from exploration to the end of production.
K-MINE has been providing services for mining companies since day one. Facilitating our approach
by the exclusive software that was developed by our own engineers, K-MINE provides solutions for all
types of solid minerals at any stage of the deposit life cycle.
Our resume includes hundreds of implementations of open pit and underground projects,
an innovative and distinct methodology of reserve estimation, planning, design, mining operations
control, and many more.
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K-MINE Software

Mining Engineering
Scoping, pre-feasibility, and feasibility studies
Mining method analysis, and selection
Development and implementation of optimal mining strategies
Development and production scheduling including sequence optimization
Fragmentation analysis and draw control for caving operations
Pit slope stability analysis, 2D and 3D modeling, and design
Reclamation design
Digital twins’ creation*
Ventilation system design*

K-MINE’s approach to any project is based on accurate data evaluation and analysis. We know how
important it is to manage expectations. That's why our team always provides an unbiased evaluation of
mineral reserves, extraction, and processing technology.
We carefully research and analyze the data and use the best methods while creating digital twins with
the help of K-MINE software, where we developed exclusive tools that help us during this process. That
means JORC-compliant data validation, creation of geotechnical and resource models, accurate
resource estimation, and detailed long, mid and short term planning.
K-MINE team identiﬁes the most efﬁcient way to implement the project by creating technical and
economic models. Detailed reports help to optimize boundaries and determine the scope of mining
operations, considering the allied risks and economical indicators. With almost 30 years of experience
behind our shoulders, we have been working all over the world, establishing partnerships with local
companies that are be able to assist us with potential contract work, whether it's drilling work or lab
analysis. All of this allows us to provide your company with the ultimate path to maximize proﬁt.

Audit and Report
Project review
Competent Person reports
Mine operational audit
Mine reconciliation
Data digitization
Assistance with government reporting

When you deal with the mining industry, any risk and any factor that is not taken into account can
potentially affect the entire mining operation.
At K-MINE, we understand like no other that it means not only safety hazards of daily operations but
also potential opportunities that might be missed for the company. All these components can be
analyzed during the data audit, verifying and updating the information our customers can rely on.
Our team evaluates geological, engineering, technological and ecological risks. We also use simulation
modeling with K-MINE’s custom tools, assessing each stage before its launch. This analysis should be
done before the project is implemented or designed. Our reports will show you a comprehensive
analysis of the operations, and our recommendations on mine plan optimization considering
economic criteria and limiting factors.
By the end of this process, our client can have a full picture of all of the inﬂuencing factors, providing
them with tools to turn them into potential gains and strategic advantages.

Resource Modeling and Estimation
Exploration and database management
Creation of 3D geological, structural, and mineralization models
Statistical and geostatistical analyses
Resource estimation, classiﬁcation, and reporting for all stages of projects,
from scoping studies through to feasibility studies and operating mines

K-MINE software was born out of its exploration functionality for surveyors and geologists,
that’s why we can proudly say that resource estimation and modeling is our “bread and
butter” service.
K-MINE’s geologists have extensive experience in geological database management,
resource estimation, digital modeling, geostatistics, and mining assaying data. That's why
we offer geological services from the exploration stage until the total depletion of the
deposit reserves. We pride ourselves to offer not only a price estimation of mineral reserves
and their qualitative composition, but also a project evaluation for additional exploration.
That includes increasing reserves, ﬁnancial and economic analysis of projects, and risk
management.
K-MINE team uses a method of digital twins to obtain accurate calculations that would
show you exhaustive information on the current state of production. This data can provide
an independent assessment of the investment appeal, and the solutions to maximize
mineral development. Since we are experienced in using the CRIRSCO template (JORC, NI
43-101, PERC, and other recognized codes), you can be sure that our geological audit will
be fully compliant with your requirements.

Kostanay Minerals
Kostanay Minerals JSC is a mining company specializing in the extraction of chrysotile asbestos
and the production of chrysotile ﬁber. It is the world’s leading manufacturer and exporter of
chrysotile asbestos.

K-MINE Provided
Feasibility study for constructing a railway tunnel in the north-western wall of the Dzhetygara
deposit of Kostanay Minerals JSC chrysotile reserves
K-MINE Results
Created a general layout
Designed technological, architectural, and construction concepts
Created the digital twin of the object (elements and structures of the railway tunnel,
such as drafts, plans, and sections of the construction facility)
Designed a 3D model of the open pit
Managed the construction

Southern GOK
PJSC Southern GOK is the ﬁrst enterprise in Eastern Europe to mine and process lean iron ore.
PJSC Southern GOK has the best proﬁtability rates among similar surrounding enterprises.

K-MINE Provided
Feasibility study on implementing the conditions for calculating reserves of unoxidized ferruginous
quartzite with reserve recalculation of unoxidized, oxidized quartzite and schist
of the Skeliuvatske-Magnetite deposit
A geological and economic evaluation of ferruginous quartzite reserves
at the Skeliuvatske-Magnetite deposit under current conditions
The "Additional Exploration of the Skeliuvatske-Magnetite Deposit to Approve the Iron Cut-Off
Grade Associated With Magnetite" project was developed
The feasibility study for the rational parameters of PJSC Southern GOK open pit
K-MINE Results
Integrated feasibility study on implementing the conditions for calculating reserves of unoxidized
ferruginous quartzite with a recalculation of reserves of unoxidized, oxidized quartzite and schist of
the Skeliuvatske-Magnetite deposit within the previously explored boundaries
Performed pit boundaries optimization and created a geomechanical model of the deposit
Evaluated of the actual condition of pit walls and dump lifts, as well as the design boundary
estimation of the open pit and dumps
Designed and applied optimal transport schemes

use cases

ArcelorMittal Ukraine
ArcelorMittal Ukraine is one of the world's leading steel producers. The company's activities cover
the production chain from iron ore mining to the manufacturing of steel products.

K-MINE Provided
Geological and economic reserve estimation of magnetite ferruginous quartzites at the
Novokryvorizke (open pit No. 2-bis) and Valyavkinske (open pit No. 3) deposits
Feasibility study of quality requirements
Project design on "Reconstruction and Development of the No. 2-bis and No. 3 open pits of the
ArcelorMittal Kryvyi Rih Mining Department"
Functional program designs for the Mining Department
K-MINE Results
Re-evaluated reserves and resources and proﬁtability ratios based on international standards
Geological and economic evaluation of high-grade iron ore reserves of the Kirov ore mine
Increased cut-off grade of magnetite iron up to 16% in No. 2-bis open pit and up to 22-24%
in No. 3 open pit
Maintained raw ore production capacity of 30 million tons per year for the period up to 2025

Ferrexpo Yeristovo Mining
FERREXPO YERISTOVO MINING is a company founded in 2008 aiming at the commercial
development of the Yeristovskoye iron ore deposit. Ore is mined using the open-cast
mining method.

K-MINE Provided
A geological and economic evaluation of the Yeristovskoye deposit reserves
The technology of joint storage operations for overburden at the Zapadny open-pit dumps
combined with overburden from Ferrexpo Poltava Mining
Construction plan of a mining and processing plant based on Yeristovskoye deposit
Adjustment of mine transport aspect of the project
K-MINE Results
Performed an integrated geological and economic re-evaluation of ferruginous quartzite
reserves according to JORC
Provided geological and commercial characteristics of the deposit and created a mine plan
Developed hydro-technical solutions to prevent groundwater ﬂooding
Designed technology for the joint storage of overburden, and extension of dump facilities

Ingulets GOK
PJSC Ingulets GOK is focused on the extraction and processing of ferruginous quartzites of the
Ingulets deposit. The company uses a cyclical-and-continuous method of ore extraction using
automotive and conveyor transport. PJSC Ingulets GOK is aimed to increase the quality and
volume of concentrate and reduce production costs.

K-MINE Provided
Feasibility study of rational directions to expand mining operations and ensuring PJSC Ingulets GOK
production capacity in concentrate to the end of the deposit mining
Feasibility study for the reserve development of the eastern wing at the Ingulets iron ore quartzite
deposit and determination of the optimal direction of mining operations in the open pit
Adjustment of the project "Construction of Service Objects for the Ingulets Deposit Development
With the PJSC Ingulets GOK Open Pit Expansion Within the Licensed Area Boundaries"
K-MINE Results
Implemented special measures for mining operations and dump expansion
Calculated required technical and economic indicators and developed recommendations to
optimize the parameters of speciﬁed pit walls
Performed analysis and optimization of the open pit expansion project within the licensed area to
expand the boundaries of PJSC Ingulets GOK, reduced mining costs, and overburden operations

use cases

Ferrexpo Poltava Mining
Ferrexpo Poltava Mining is one of the largest mining and processing plants in Ukraine. It is one of
the largest producers and exporters of iron ore pellets used in ferrous metallurgy and steel
production.

K-MINE Provided
Recalculation of the Horishni Plavni and Lavrikovskoye deposit reserves
Stability analysis of rock mass of the southwestern pit wall section at Ferrexpo Poltava Mining
Reconstruction of the open pit at the Horishni Plavni and Lavrikovskoe ferruginous quartzite
deposits, feasibility study, and project design
Reconstruction of the Dneprovsky Mine Administration open pit at Ferrexpo Poltava Mining to
increase raw ore production up to 32 million tons per year, correction of the mining section in the
project, and dumping facilities
Development of the feasibility study, design, and documentation for the "New Construction of
the Factory Waste Landﬁll"
Development of the project and documentation on "Reconstruction of the Gigant-Drenazhna
Mine". Sheltering and saving of evacuation routes and communications during drilling and
blasting operations of the shop mining administration
K-MINE Results
Precise resource and reserves calculation. A complete proﬁt ratio study
Provided laboratory research on rock core which signiﬁcantly improved the safety of mining
operations at the regional fault recovery area
Performed geological and industrial characterization of the deposits, deﬁned options for the
open pit ﬁnal boundary, developed plans for mining operations, and a project
for the construction design and dumping facilities, and implemented the feasibility study
Successfully executed the Environmental Impact Evaluation procedures
Obtained all the approvals and passed examinations in the state authorities
Performed geological, commercial, and hydrogeological characteristics of the working site.
Created mining projects for the working site preparation, construction design, and emergency
response plan
Underground mine workings reconstruction. Performed mechanical and hydro-technical parts,
conducted a consolidated cost estimation of reconstruction, and a section on environmental
impact assessment

K-MINE is a stand-alone application that covers most operational needs in the mining industry.
Leveraging capabilities such as 3D modeling, resource estimation, and equipment management,
K-MINE is widely used by companies of different sizes for open pit and underground mining. Over
5,000 surveyors, geologists, mining engineers, designers, and technicians leverage K-MINE modules
and their solutions on a daily basis.

Open Pit Dispatch

Underground Dispatch

3D visualization of location,
reporting, and control of
equipment parameters

Real-time monitoring of
personnel and equipment
position in underground mines

Integrations

Chief

Integration of various
third-party systems for
mining companies

C-level management tool to
display mining and geological
reports from different modules

